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24 January 2014 

Dear Partner: 

 
Our fund gained 9.05% for the quarter ended December 31, 2013, 22.56% for the year and 170.73% 
since inception on May 7, 2009.  I am satisfied at besting the 21.4% rise in the general stock market, 
especially given our much lower than average market risk.  During the year, we traded with an average 
beta-adjusted market exposure of only 20%, meaning that our results were achieved without a great 
deal of dependence on the market’s results.  Of course, your portfolio manager was able to 
manufacture some self-imposed headwinds (more about this later). It has again been a pleasure and 
an honour to be the steward of your capital this year.   
 
 
Performance Attribution  
 
In 2013, our long positions rose 31% on a gross basis, well ahead of the 21.4% rise in the general 
stock market, while we also gained 3.1% on the short book, significantly beating the inverse return of 
the market which you would expect a short book to provide.  The short book’s return is a particular 
source of pride for us with cumulative alpha since inception of almost 140%.   We effectively bought 
insurance for around half of our portfolio during the year and got paid for doing so.  Had the market 
declined during the year, this short exposure would have greatly offset our losses on the long book. 
 
 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Since 

inception

Long book gross performance 39.13% 43.93% 7.21% 27.89% 30.96% 259.57%

Short book gross performance -10.62% -8.36% 10.06% 1.27% 3.10% -5.88%

Steyn Capital Net performance 28.21% 33.65% 5.65% 22.02% 22.56% 170.73%

JSE ALSI TRI performance 30.57% 18.98% 2.57% 26.68% 21.43% 145.12%
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Results by Strategy 
 
Our bread-and-butter business is buying high quality businesses at a discount, but we also purchase 
average businesses trading at a deep discount to intrinsic value (so-called deep value), securities 
where our proprietary research gives us an informational edge, and arbitrage-type investments when 
the risk/reward ratio is attractive.   
 
This year marks the first time that our Informational Edge investments generated the lion’s share of 
returns at 10.6%, followed by High Quality investments at 7.8%, Credit & Arbitrage at 6.1%, and 1% in 
our Deep Value positions.  As mentioned above, we made 3.1% on our short book in 2013.  The 
greater contribution from Informational Edge investments is predominantly the result of an 
increased allocation to this strategy.  We had almost half of our capital allocated to Informational 
Edge investments during 2013, versus less than one quarter in 2012.  The bigger allocation is the 
result of both our strong performance within this strategy (we had 35 earnings beats in our long 
book and 31 earnings misses in our short book during the year), and the relative expense of the 
South African stock market (which is trading at a two-decade high multiple of earnings).  Unless 
market situations change materially, I expect a similar allocation during 2014. 
 
 
Individual Contributors 
 
The five largest winners were Investec Plc Preferred (+4.1%), Steinhoff (+2.9%), Alexander 
Forbes Preferred (+2.8%), Coronation (+1.1%) and Wescoal (+0.9%).  Investec Preference 
benefitted from rising forward rate expectations and local currency weakness , while Steinhoff 
and Coronation were driven by much stronger than expected earnings growth and Alexander 
Forbes and Wescoal benefitted from corporate actions. 
 
The five largest losers were Anglogold (-2.7%), Village (-2%), Sibanye (-1.5%), Nedcor (short, -
0.4%), and Sappi (short, -0.3%).  The year brought our biggest investment mistake since 
inception, with our ill-fated gold investments costing us 6.2%.  These losses have been discussed 
at length in previous letters, but suffice to say that I made a mistake to have a very large 
exposure (17% of NAV) to a single very volatile factor where it really was impossible to have any 
edge.  I will endeavour to learn future investment lessons vicariously.   
 
 
Strategy 
 
At quarter end, we held 101% of Partner’s capital in 50 long positions, offset by -47% in 44 short 
positions, for a net market exposure of 54%.  As usual, the much lower market exposure of our 
arbitrage, credit and defensive long positions, results in a beta-adjusted market exposure of 
approximately 25%.   

We continue to have a very cautious investment posture.  Given our strong alpha generation on both 
the long and short sides, we have continued our strategy of raising gross exposure while keeping our 
net market exposure more limited.  Gross exposure rose from 116% in December 2012 to 148% in 
December 2013, while net exposure declined from 62% to 54%. 
 

Individual Investments 

As usual, I’m including a synopsis on new long positions, as well as positions that we have already sold 
together with reasons for my actions.   
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New investments 
 
Informational Edge Basket (55% of Partners Capital in 29 positions): during the quarter we 
invested in a bank, an insurance company, a retailer and an industrial business where we believe that 
earnings will be better than expected.  As elucidated above, the relative expensive nature of the South 
African market leads us to increased investment in companies that might not be cheap on an absolute 
basis, but that we expect to materially surpass analyst earnings estimates.   

Adcock Ingram (2% of Partners Capital): is South Africa’s second largest pharmaceutical company 
that is in the midst of a takeover battle for its shares.   After an initial R65 a share advance by Brian 
Joffe’s Bidvest Group, Adcock attracted a R70 a share offer from a private equity fund and finally a 
R73.51 a share offer from Chilean pharmaceutical group CFR.  We acquired our shares after Adcocks’ 
largest shareholder announced it was opposing the CFR offer, sending the shares to below R68.   This 
was despite the rise in CFR’s stock price raising the value of their cash and shares offer to almost R77 
a share. At our entry price, we believed that the downside was extremely limited as a result of at least 
two other offers, while the annualized upside was attractive.  We were further of the opinion that 
Adcock’s largest shareholder was withholding support to push for a higher price, a belief that was 
somewhat vindicated when CFR raised their offer to R74.50 in December. 
 
 
Short positions (44 stocks representing –47% of Partner’s Capital) 

As always, I won’t disclose individual active short positions since it could jeopardize my access to 
management.   We continue to be short several retailers who we expect will suffer margin contraction 
as a result of consumer weakness and the depreciation of the local currency, as well as resources 
counters where we believe that forward earnings expectations are based on supra-normal margins. 
 
 

Exited positions 

HCI: We became concerned about earnings prospects of some of their investments, and exited the 
position.  We still like their holding in Tsogo Sun, and believe that this business will beat forward 
earnings estimates.  As such we established a position in Tsogo as part of our Informational Edge 
strategy. 

Grand Parade:  We sold at a nice gain after investors got overly optimistic about the prospects of their 
Burger King South Africa master franchise.  Discussions with industry competitors suggest that the 
economics in this endeavour firmly favour Burger King Worldwide, and not Grand Parade.  

 

As always, if anything is unclear, or if you wish to discuss our operations further, I welcome your 
questions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
André Steyn, CFA 
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Mandatory Disclosures 

Steyn Capital Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised Category I, II and IIA financial services provider in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act No. 37 of 2002 (“FAIS Act”) with FSP number 
37550. The information contained herein, should not be construed as advice as defined in the FAIS Act, neither does it constitute a solicitation, invitation or investment recommendation. Collective Investment Schemes 
(“CIS’s”) should be considered as medium to long-term investments. There are risks involved when buying, selling or investing in any financial product. The value of financial products can increase as well as decrease 
over time, depending on the value of the underlying securities and market conditions. There is no guarantee in respect of capital or returns in a portfolio. Past returns may not be indicative of future returns and an 
investor should seek independent professional financial, legal and tax advice relevant to their individual circumstances before making any investment decision. CIS’s are traded at the ruling price and can engage in scrip 
lending and borrowing. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request from the Manager. A CIS may be closed to new investors in order for it to be managed more efficiently in 
accordance with its mandate. Performance has been calculated using net NAV to NAV numbers with income reinvested. The validity and accuracy of any illustrations, forecasts or hypothetical data are not guaranteed 
and are only provided for illustrative purposes. 

APPENDIX - Portfolio as at December 31, 2013

LONG POSITIONS %* SHORT POSITIONS %*

Consumer Staples Consumer Staples

Food Producer Short I -3%

Food Producer Short II -2%

Food Producer Short III -1%

Food Producer Short IV -1%

Food Producer Shorts individually below 1% -2%

Financials/Property Financials/Property

Alexander Forbes Pref 7% Financial Short I -2%

Capitec Bank 3% Financial Short II -1%

Hospitality Property A shares 2% Financial Short III -1%

Ascension Property B Shares 1% Property Short I -2%

Property Short II -2%

Property Short III -1%

Retail/Consumer discretionary Retail/Consumer discretionary

Steinhoff International Holdings 6% Retail Short I -2%

Retail Short II -2%

Retail Short III -2%

Retail Short IV -1%

Retail Short V -1%

Retail Shorts individually below 1% -1%

Gaming Short I -1%

Industrial/Construction Industrial/Construction

Mpact 2% Industrial Short I -1%

Industrial Shorts individually below 1% -2%

Construction Shorts individually below 1% -1%

Other Other

Information trades (29 stocks) 55% Resource Short I -2%

Deep Value Basket (7 stocks) 4% Resource Short II -2%

Investec Plc Pref 8% Resource Short III -2%

Blackstar Group 3% Resource Short IV -1%

Mustek 2% Resource Short V -1%

Telkom 2% Resource Short VI -1%

RAC Pref 2% Resource Shorts individually below 1% -2%

Village 1% Technology Short I -1%

Datacentrix 1% Technology Shorts individually below 1% -1%

Health Care Short I -2%

Arbitrage Arbitrage

Adcock Ingram 2%

Gross Long 101% Gross short -47%

Gross exposure 148%

*Rounded Net exposure 54%

Market Adjusted exposure 25%  


